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Abstract—This survey paper provides an in-depth survey of 
the application of eXtended Reality (XR) technology in the fields 
of commerce, management, and business edutainment. XR is a 
collective term that encompasses Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented 
Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR), and it is poised to 
transform how businesses operate, engage with consumers, and 
educate their employees. This survey examines the current state of 
XR technology in these areas, highlighting its impact, challenges, 
and future potential. It explores case studies and real-world 
applications, revealing the diverse ways in which XR is being 
utilized in commerce, management, and business edutainment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a world propelled by rapid technological advancements, 

XR technology stands at the forefront of innovation and is 
applicable to various industries. Based on the UK data statistics 
Figure 1, education is the important aspect[31], followed by the 
medical domain [3], retail, aerospace[1], and construction [2]. 
Today, this survey aims to provide a comprehensive overview 
of how XR is being harnessed in commerce, management, and 
business edutainment, offering insights into its diverse 
applications, challenges, and transformative potential. It holds 
the promise of enhanced immersive experiences and novel 
avenues for growth [4]. Delving into the current landscape, 
trends, challenges, and prospects aims to provide a holistic 
understanding of how XR transforms these domains. Through 
an in-depth analysis of case studies, best practices, and emerging 
opportunities, the insights gained will help organizations make 
informed decisions regarding XR adoption and implementation 
and how XR can be effectively harnessed for organizations 
become crucial for staying competitive and innovative. While 
this survey strives to offer a comprehensive overview, it is 
essential to acknowledge the inherent limitations. The scope 
encompasses XR's applications, from retail experiences to 
strategic decision-making and educational gamification. 
However, the rapidly evolving nature of XR technology and the 
diverse business contexts it affects may result in some respects 
receiving more emphasis than others. Additionally, the survey 
may not encompass all possible challenges, advancements, or 
nuances in XR landscape due to the dynamic nature of the field. 

II. OVERVIEW 
XR technology [53] has undergone remarkable evolution 

from its conceptual roots to today's sophisticated applications. 
The advent of powerful computing and advancements in 
graphics capabilities have propelled XR to new heights, making 
it accessible to various industries that will be used across 
industries. XR refers to an immersive digital environment that 
blends physical and virtual realities, encompassing Virtual 
Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality 
(MR) [26], as shown in Figure 2 [5]. VR immerses users entirely 
in a virtual world [53-60], AR overlays digital elements onto the 
real world [12][47-52], and MR merges both to interact with 
digital content in real-time [13][23][61]. 

Individual users tend to use VR and AR, and MR is mainly 
used by large companies [30]. XR experiences are powered by 
a combination of VR, AR, and MR hardware and software [5]. 
The hardware includes devices like VR headsets, AR glasses, 
and handheld controllers [27]. There's impressive innovation in 
the hardware that supports XR experiences, whether it's high-
end headsets that require a powerful computer to run them or 
low-end headsets that are stand-alone devices in Figure 3 [29]. 
For example, Oculus Quest for business is the first standalone 
headset made by Facebook to have the same full tracking 
capabilities as high-end headsets that are available with 6DOF 
tracking on the head and hands; Microsoft HoloLens is an MR 
technology for business mainly used by frontline workers to 

 
 

Figure 1: XR in industry 
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solve real business problems and deliver immediate ROI 
through intelligent apps with a solid case library [28]. The 
synergy between well-designed hardware and software is 
pivotal in delivering seamless and immersive XR experiences. 
Currently, XR software includes content creation platforms 
(open-source platforms and commercial software [30]), 
development tools, and XR-specific applications. Open-source 
platforms like Unity3D require familiarity with programming 
[34]. Yet commercial software is easy to use, such as Vuforia 
Studio for AR [35], Attensi [36], and Dimension 10 Studio [37]. 

 

III. APPLICATIONS IN COMMERCE 
One of the most captivating applications of XR lies in its 

ability to revolutionize commerce. Virtual shopping 
experiences, for instance, offer consumers a unique blend of 
convenience and engagement, enabling them to explore 
products in digital spaces before making purchase decisions as 
shown in Figure 4 [6]. This spatial computing also facilitates 
product visualization and customization, allowing customers to 
interact with and personalize products in real time. The 
immersive shopping experience bridges the gap between online 
and in-store shopping, enhancing consumer engagement and 
reducing purchase uncertainty. In addition,  Marketers are 
leveraging XR to create captivating and memorable campaigns 
with marketing strategies [7][9]. AR-powered advertisements 
enable users to interact with products and engage with brands in 
novel ways[11]. Amazon’s smart home gadgets – Echo Frames 
[8]; Tech companies like Meta, and Microsoft are investing 
heavily in emerging future internet models [10]. This immersive 
engagement enhances brand recognition and customer loyalty, 
also leading to building stronger relationships and boosting 
customer satisfaction. Furthermore, XR technology has 
extended its influence on supply chain and logistics 
management through immersive simulations and data 
visualization [40] based on mobile-based AR [45]. It can 
optimize processes that are inventory management (product 
visualization and identification and order picking[42]), 
warehouse layout planning, and distribution to reduce process 
complexity[41], as shown in Figure 5 [5]. AR visualization 

drives modern supply chain innovation and increases profits, 
reducing costs and carbon impact for enterprises like DHL 
logistics company [42]. 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS IN MANAGEMENT 
In the realm of management, XR has become a game-

changer by introducing innovative approaches to decision-
making and team dynamics.  XR transforms the way businesses 
interpret data by creating dynamic, immersive visualizations. 
Complex datasets are presented in three-dimensional space, 
offering deeper insights to managers, aiding in trend analysis, 
and identifying patterns that might be missed in traditional 2D 
representations. Through a centralized database, managers can 
explore various scenarios, test strategies, and evaluate potential 
outcomes in a controlled environment [46]. This empowers 
informed decision-making and strategic planning, reducing risks 
associated with uncertainty [44]. Moreover, remote 
collaboration and communication have been transformed, as XR 
provides seamless platforms for teams to interact in shared 
virtual environments, transcending geographical constraints 
[12].  It also fosters team building, collaborative environments, 
and leadership development to enhance project planning and 
tracking. For example, bringing employees from product 
development, research, sales, and marketing teams together to 
network and share ideas [32]. 

        
 

Figure 2: Computer-generated immersive environments 

Figure 5: Tracking operation support. 



V. APPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS EDUTAINMENT 
XR breathes life into learning experiences, engaging 

participants through gamification, interactive workshops, and 
simulations, as shown in Figure 6 [31]. Upskilling the workforce 
to harness the full potential of XR demands attention to bridge 
the knowledge gap. It would progressively train a skilled, 
motivated, and efficient workforce from onboarding and 
orientation, ready to meet the challenges of today's ever-
evolving business landscape. Gamified learning environments 
[14] would motivate new team members to start taking virtual 
tours of company facilities, meet colleagues through avatars, 
and learn about company culture and policies in a truly 
memorable way. Furthermore, XR is invaluable for technical 
and job-specific training, enabling employees to hone their skills 
in a safe virtual environment before applying them in real-world 
scenarios [41]. Soft skills development, such as communication 
and leadership, also benefits from XR, with interactive scenarios 
and role-playing offering employees a platform to practice and 
improve [15]. Design targeted training programs based on 
employees' gaps or work roles will increase the effectiveness of 
training and improve their productivity based on the VR 
applications [16]. Safety training takes on a new dimension, as 
employees can experience emergency situations and practice 
safety procedures without any real-world risks. Sales and 
product training become more engaging and interactive, 
allowing sales teams to conduct immersive product 
demonstrations and practice sales scenarios within virtual spaces 
[13]. Customer service training can also benefit, offering 
employees the chance to fine-tune their customer interaction 
skills in realistic virtual settings [45]. Leadership development, 
team building, continuous learning, and language and cultural 
training will all find enhanced applications in XR [13]. This 
innovative technology also facilitates remote training, 
compliance training, and feedback and assessment, ensuring 
employees continually learn and grow, regardless of location. 

 

VI. CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS 
Despite progress, XR hardware still faces challenges, 

ranging from hardware capabilities to network infrastructure, 
and technical limitations that can impact immersive experience 
quality and user comfort. Performance and functional evaluation 
of virtual reality headsets depend on weight, field of view (FOV) 
[26], resolution[44], and storage parameters [30]. High-end 
headsets and standalone VR headsets need to consider computer 
specifications and parameters such as processor (Intel), RAM, 
integrated graphics, and internal storage respectively [24]. 
Moreover, based on the DHL experience [42], AR glasses 
cannot function normally during the entire shift without backup 
batteries or timely charging. If the headset is smaller and lighter 
and the longer the use time, user-friendliness would be higher 
[43]. Besides, the network foundation of XR relies on the 
capabilities of modern connections (wireless network bandwidth 
and 5G infrastructure [32]), which may cause connection delays 
and hinder transactions. But, in the future, the research and 
development of 6G wireless provides high data rate, low latency, 
and highly reliable wireless connection support to promote the 
comprehensive development and application of XR technology 
[39]. Content development poses another hurdle. For instance, 

Poorly designed interfaces can lead to confusion and frustration, 
hindering the adoption of XR technology. It is important that 
creating intuitive and user-friendly XR experiences requires 
thoughtful cross-platform interface design [19] to intelligently 
manage the random dynamics of projects [46]. Its design could 
consider nine elemental aspects: comfort and safety, interaction, 
environment, spatial components, sensory input, engagement, 
constraints, inclusion, diversity, and accessibility [12]. 

Ethical and privacy concerns [19] arise as XR blurs the 
boundaries between reality and virtuality and uncertainty about 
new technology, raising questions about data security and user 
consent. From the risk management view of firms, security 
breaches in XR systems can have serious consequences. If an 
attacker gains access to the XR environment, they may have 
access to sensitive user data or even control over the XR 
hardware, which could lead to privacy violations, major data 
leakages, or other security risks [18]. Firms’ daily operations 
need to include safety checks and necessary measures and train 
employees and users in the correct process [5]. Moreover, the 
immersive nature of XR experiences can make it challenging for 
users to understand the extent of data collection and how their 
personal information is being used. When firms design consent 
mechanisms, they could mitigate privacy concerns by updating 
measures of customer privacy concerns from three AR 
dimensions (unwanted social/economic exposure, reality 
perception bias, contextualized marketing) [18] and providing 
effective promises, e.g., not for marketing purposes [22]. 

 

VII. FUTURE TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 As the technology evolves and XR technology is seen as a 

cornerstone of Industry 4.0 [30], business, management, and 
business edutainment possibilities continue to expand. Ongoing 
innovations in XR hardware and software are poised to enhance 
the fidelity, interactivity, and accessibility of XR experiences. 
The synergy between XR, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the 
Internet of Things (IoT) holds the promise of creating intelligent, 
context-aware immersive environments to optimize efficiency 
in the next chapter of Industry and digital transformation (Figure 
6) [17][33]. XR's potential to reshape business models is yet to 
be fully realized, with emerging markets and industries 
presenting uncharted territories for XR integration and 
innovation. Firms could explore novel product design, 
prototyping, and ideation ways to deliver specific products and 

 
 

Figure 6: The proportion of VR in various industries 



services to each customer [33]. For example, development teams 
could develop XR technology that everyone uses without having 
to wear it on their bodies as societal XR [21]. 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 
 XR technology presents promising opportunities for 

transforming commerce, management, and business education. 
The convergence of XR technology with these domains opens 
up new avenues for innovation, and this survey serves as a 
stepping stone for researchers, practitioners, and educators 
seeking to harness the power of XR for transformative business 
and educational experiences. However, successful 
implementation requires addressing technical, ethical, and 
financial challenges. As XR continues to evolve, businesses and 
educational institutions will explore its potential to enhance 
engagement, improve learning outcomes, and drive innovation. 
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